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Instructions :
1.

The Question Paper is divided in five Units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each Unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I (Unit I)
Http

Http

Http
Describe the different roles of Http. Explain request message in Http. What
are request methods in Http ? What is secure Http ?
(Or)

What is the purpose of web browser ? What is the primary function of the
web brower ? What is the need to clear browser cache ?
II (Unit II)
Semantic HTML

HTML

What is semantic HTML ? What is the difference between HTML elements
and tags ?
(Or)
HTML Editor

Text Editor

WYSIWYG

Differentiate between HTML Editor and Text Editor. Explain WYSIWYG.
III (Unit III)
HTML

HTML

HTML

How do you embed HTML ? What is embedding tag in HTML ? What are
multimedia objects in HTML ?
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(Or)
HTML
HTML
What is object tag in HTML ? Explain the object tag attributes. How do you
embed a PDF in HTML ? Explain with an example.
(Unit IV)
HTML

HTML5
CSS

How is an HTML document structured ? What new features were added to
HTML5 ? How do you apply CSS styles to a web page ?
(Or)
CSS

CSS

CSS

What is CSS ? How can you integrate CSS on a web page ? What are the
advantages and limitations of CSS ?
(Unit V)

Write in detail about the website creation and maintenance issues.
(Or)

Write the various web standards and ethics ? Why is it important for Web
pages to comply with standards ?
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